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comforte Purchases SQL/MP and SQL/MX  

Seamless Intercept Technology from TANDsoft  
 
TANDsoft Inc. is pleased to announce the sale to comforte AG of TANDsoft’s Sensitive 
Data Intercept (SDI) for the exclusive use of tokenization and encryption of NonStop 
SQL/MX and NonStop SQL/MP data. SDI seamlessly intercepts SQL/MP and SQL/MX 
database access calls. It is an essential component in comforte’s SecurDPS suite of 
data protection products. With the acquisition, comforte strengthens its position as the 
only vendor to offer transparent column level tokenization and encryption on HPE 
NonStop.    
 
TANDsoft specializes in interception technology. NonStop customers use its solutions 
to enhance application functionality without the need for application modifications nor, 
for that matter, source code. comforte is a global leader in enterprise data security and 
cloud-native tokenization as well as connectivity and digital enablement solutions on 
HPE NonStop. They serve over 500 enterprise customers worldwide.  
 
OEM partners since 2014, the two companies collaborated in the past to successfully 
implement the protection of NonStop SQL data for comforte customers. SDI’s SQL/MP 
and SQL/MX components for column level interception now are the property of 
comforte. 
  
In addition to the technology purchased by comforte, Sensitive Data Intercept serves as 
the foundation for several other TANDsoft products.  For instance, SDI-Trace enables 
NonStop users of Enscribe, SQL/MP, and SQL/MX to view data written to and read 
from disk, to audit who or what is accessing sensitive data, and to log the dates and 
times of access.  
 
The SecurDPS product suite provides the technology to protect sensitive data with 
minimal efforts and without changing existing applications. SecurDPS allows 
organizations to take complete control of their sensitive data, thereby lowering 
compliance costs and significantly reducing the risk of data breaches.   

To learn more about any or all TANDsoft products, contact Jack Di Giacomo (+1 514-
695-2234 / jack.digiacomo@tandsoft.com) or Dieter Orlowski (+1 303-263-4381 / 
dieter.orlowski@tandsoft.com.) 
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Contact comforte’s Thomas Gloerfeld (+44 782 4818237 / t.gloerfeld@comforte.com)  
for information about SecurDPS, or visit www.comforte.com.  
 
TANDsoft is a global provider of innovative HPE NonStop software solutions for use in 
time virtualization, application modernization, security, and business continuity.  Many 
NonStop customers use our intercept technology to enhance application functionality 
with no program modifications. Check us out at www.tandsoft.com. 
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